
 
2024 Show n Shine 

CATEGORY CRITERIA 

 

Ute of the Year – All Makes and models - $2,000 

Ute of the Year is what all Ute enthusiasts dream to win. This category requires perfection, style, originality 

and mechanical finesse. Areas of judging include: body and paint work, interior trim, under carriage, tub 

condition, customisation and modification, presentation and any unique special touches.  

NOTE: All competitors are automatically considered for this title. To add interest to this prestigious title 

please write us a ’Why My Ute Should Win’ story (max 500 words). This should include what your Ute means 

to you, why you own a ute, how did you get your ute, your favourite memory of your ute, what have you 

done to your ute? (ie. modifications). You will also need to send us a good quality colour photo of your Ute 

showing it off as best you can.  

Documents and photos will be displayed on your dashboard for patrons to view. Please forward these no 
later then Friday 6th September 5pm, to ensure they are included in the show. 

 EMAIL - atg@deniutemuster.com.au 

The Best Classic  BNS Ute – All makes and models - $250 

The BNS Ute shows evidence of attendance on the BNS circuit with badges, aerials, mud flaps, roll bar, 

bull bar and spotlights. It has more stickers than paint and more ear tags and flags than any Ute should 

have. If you are loud and proud to be an Aussie BNS fan then this category is for you. Areas of judging 

include: proof of BNS attendance as above and BNS customisation.    

The Best New BNS Ute – All makes and models - $250 

Are you a BNS Fanatic? Does your heart Race at the sight of a sleek, shiny Ute? Well, guess what? This 

category is tailor made for you! 

That right folks we know how much your trusty ute means to you, its not just a vehicle it’s a part of your 

soul, your daily companion on the road of life. So, whether its hauling gear, cruising down the high way or 

turning heads at the local BNS we want to see how your BNS obsession shines through your daily drive. 

Areas of judging include: BNS customisation, attendance and cleanliness  

The Best Street Ute – All makes and models - $250 

The Street Ute is tailored for street driving, with or without custom modifications (no limit). It shows 

immaculate presentation and precise detail dedicated to the entire vehicle. Strictly no bull bar Areas of 

judging include: body and paint work, interior trim, under bonnet engine bay and tray. 

mailto:atg@deniutemuster.com.au
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The Best Themed Ute – All makes and models - $250 

The Theme of the Ute should be recognisable at first glance and carried throughout the whole vehicle from 

bonnet to tub, engine bay to interior. The theme can be a colour, product, person, symbol, animal or 

anything you desire. Areas of judging include: consistency of theme, body and paint work, interior trim, 

under bonnet engine bay and tray and custom modifications relating to the theme.  

The Best Country Ute – All makes and models - $250 

The Country Ute is tailored for farm and country functionality and displays accessories that assist in the 

rural way of life. Some items it may have include working aerials and radios along with supreme mud flaps, 

spotlights and bull bar. Areas of judging include: customisation for the country lifestyle, rural accessories 

and presentation.  

The Best 4x4 Ute – All makes and models - $250 

The Best 4x4 Ute is for the off-road enthusiast and best representation of a 4x4 in constant or part time 4 

wheel drive. Be it in the mountains, sand or water, this Ute is not afraid to go anywhere and has all the 

modifications and customisation to make an unforgettable 4x4 road trip. Areas of judging can include: 

additional 4 wheel drive accessories, custom modifications and presentation. 

The Best Classic Ute – All makes and models - $250 

The Best Classic Ute can still be in its original condition, restored or customised. This Ute also comes with 

points of interest like sales brochures, manuals, service history, vintage plates and relevant photos of the 

research, restoration and customisation. Original utes come as you are.  Areas of judging include: body and 

paint work, interior trim and upholstery, under carriage, tub and general condition and any unique special 

touches. *Customisation should not take away from the “classic” external look of the Ute.  

All main categories are judged on interior, exterior and engine bay cleanliness and condition, in 
conjunction with the description above. For further information regarding the competitions please 
contact Muster HQ. 
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Novelty categories- You must enter in at least one main category to be eligible to enter the novelty 
categories  

Hottest 50  

Ladies and gentlemen, brace yourselves for the ultimate showdown at the 2024 Show 'n 
Shine event! Introducing the heart-pounding category: The Hottest 50  

Are you convinced that your Ute reigns supreme? Do you pour your heart and soul into 
every detail, every modification, every shimmering coat of paint? Is your pride and joy the 
envy of Ute enthusiasts everywhere? Well, now's your chance to prove it! 

We're searching for the crème de la crème, the absolute pinnacle of Ute perfection. If you 
believe your pride and joy is among the hottest utes in the entire country, then this category 
was made for you! 

From sleek designs to roaring engines, from custom interiors to show-stopping exteriors, 
every element counts. It's not just about turning heads; it's about stopping traffic, making 
jaws drop, and leaving spectators in awe. 

So, polish those rims, rev those engines, and get ready to flaunt your Ute with pride because 
the title of one of the Hottest 50 Utes in the country could soon be yours!  

 

The Most Flags  

Exactly as the name suggests, the most flags flying on one Ute will win.  

The Furthest Travelled  

The Furthest Travelled is from your residential address.  

The Loudest Ute Categories  

Literally the loudest Ute in each category below is the winner! This is measured by a decibel meter. 

• Loudest Diesel  
• The Loudest 4 Cylinder  
• The Loudest V6 
• The Loudest V8 

 
Peoples Choice Award 

All Entrants are eligible for this category it is voted by the Muster Patrons, The Ute with the most votes 

wins. To vote for your favourite simply scan the QR Code on their dashboard. 

If you have any questions regarding the Show n Shine, please contact muster HQ on 03 5881 3388 


